
Step 1
HOMEWORK

VOCAB. STORY Due tomorrow, I guess? My 
bad. Make sure it’s uploaded to Google 
Classroom.

Step 2
Notes heading

Write down title & date.

Intro to 12 Angry Men

A Day: 5/12/16
B Day: 5/13/16

Step 3
Start the Welcome
Work

Journal #29: A/N/D 12 Angry Men

*We will journal after the discussion. For now, 
just fill out the survey!

Song of the day: 



A/N/D Discussion

• RULES:

– Hold a card up for each question.

– No talking unless you’ve raised your hand.



JOURNAL #29: A/N/D Discussion

• Choose one of the topics we discussed and 
write about it. 

• Write about anything your thinking/feeling 
from this discussion!



Reginald Rose: born December 10, 1920 – died April 19, 2002

•He was an American film and television writer most widely known 

for his work in the early years of television drama. 

•Rose is known for writing about controversial social and political 

issues. His realistic approach helped create the genre of television 

drama of the 1950’s.

Reginald Rose



Twelve Angry Men

 Was originally written for television by Reginald 

Rose.

Reginald originally got the idea to write the show after he 

served on the jury of a manslaughter case in New York City. 

He had been reluctant to do jury duty but changed his mind 

when he realized the importance of his role in determining the 

fate of another human being.  This

experience was the inspiration for the

play. Some of the events that take place

in the story actually happened.

 The play, written by Sherman Sergel,

is an adaptation of the television

production.



The 1950’s

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKQ5QSfRdBI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKQ5QSfRdBI


Historical Context

 1950’s

 A socially conservative time.

 People were very materialistic.  The American 

Dream had turned into the dream of owning 

things.

 Juvenile delinquency was said to be at an all-time 

high.

 African Americans were subject to racial 

discrimination.

 Comics were published and growing in 

popularity.

 Television sales were booming.

 A new age group – “teenagers”



The major ideas of the  play

 Discrimination – to either find the 

difference between two things or to

treat someone unfairly because they are

different from you eg. gender, ethnic

origin 

 Justice – what is right or fair

 Integrity – adhering to a code of 

values



JURY

PROS CONS



The Jury Process

 Advantages                                      Disadvantages

-Random selection of jurors          -Jurors lack sufficient

ensure a broad representation      knowledge of the law and

of society                                      court procedures

-Random selection lessens the       -Jurors will be influenced

Effect of individual prejudices        by emotion, rather than fact

-Ordinary people on a jury will    -Jurors are susceptible to the

Reflect the accepted values of         rhetoric and theatrics of

Society                                            lawyers



Advantages Disadvantages

-Twelve jurors in discussion      -Individual members of the jury

are more likely to thoroughly      may be intimidated by other

Consider all aspects of a case       dominant jurors

-Twelve jurors are less                 - Group pressure may

Corruptible than a solitary             affect decisions

Judge                                           - Jurors may not feel

-Individuals feel responsible for      individually responsible for

Their decision                                   the verdict

-Juries are expensive

-Jurors can be influenced by

prejudices



Vocabulary

 Abstain: Refrain from an action

 Antagonize: To provoke hostility

 Coroner: Doctor who investigates causes of death.

 Deliberate: Carefully think through.

 Drab: Dull

 Petty Jury: A jury of twelve people

 Rapport: Relationship

 Subservient: Passive and obedient



Vocabulary

 Dialogue: Conversation between two or more parties.

 Naïve: Someone who is inexperienced in the ways of the 

world.

 Unanimous: The agreement of all.

 Hung Jury: A jury that cannot agree.

 Sadist: Someone who enjoys seeing other people suffer.

 Reasonable doubt: Doubt based on evidence or reason.

 Premeditated: Planned before an act is performed.

 Homicide: Murder.

 Bigot: Someone who is racist and discriminates against 

people.



Reading the play

 Judge

 Clerk

 Guard

 Stage Directions (Read if one sentence or longer)

 Jurors (x12)



HOMEWORK: A DAY

 Due Monday, 5/16

 Upload Vocab story to Google Classroom

 Add All Quiet on the Western Front to your PRI list



HOMEWORK: B DAY

 Due Tuesday, 5/16

 Upload Vocab story to Google Classroom

 Add All Quiet on the Western Front to your PRI list


